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1. DOCUMENT INFORMATION  

The purpose of this document is to describe the product label for the GWL-MD-PIR Camera in 
terms of design and content. 
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2 VISUAL EXAMPLE  
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3 VISUAL APPEARANCE AND POSITION  
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4 ADDITIONAL NOTES 

The labels are located in the battery tray compartment, behind the battery and under the bracket of 

the device.  

 

• The back label is behind the mounting bracket. Before the installation, the bracket is 

accessible without the use of any tools. To remove the bracket, do the following 

o Grab the camera with one hand with the bracket facing upwards and the white PIR 

sensor facing towards your body.  

o With your other available hand, grab the bracket and pull it towards your body.  

• The front label is located behind the battery. Before and after installation the label is 

accessible by removing first the battery lid and then the battery. The battery lid and battery 

are removed by doing the following.  

o Using a flat screwdriver rotate the lock screw 90 degrees and the battery lid will pop 

loose using a spring mechanism, the lock screw is located on the bottom of the 

camera, just below the white PIR sensor. After removing the battery lid, the battery 

will be clearly visible.  

o Remove the battery by first grabbing it on both sides with your hand and then pull it 

straight out. Now the label will be visible.  

 


